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Did you learn something today that will change your practice?

• Felt the last session was a bit too ‘statisticy’ Their studies were interesting but didn’t feel as practical as the previous sessions

• Fantastic day and really valuable. Very helpful to learn more about the purple butterflies and Viloma

• Get palliative care team involved as quickly as possible. Make sure that there is a space for parents to spend time and make memories when possible. Lots of different memory 

making options, make sure we write what has been done/what parents declined in notes. What Viloma’s mean and where it can be used, a parents perception on losing a child

• Talking to the Viloma’s

• I am aware of some useful resources that I didn’t know about. I also want to take some ideas back to the team of earlier planning for the possibility of redirection of care

• Sky High Foundation

• How the families remember staff who looked after their baby/child

• How to support colleagues

• Knowing places I can signal patients to

• The Skye High session was really good for information to take back to practice, and the Viloma’s session was insightful and brought a whole new meaning and outlook for myself as 

a practitioner regarding unfortunate parents an families who have experienced a loss of a child

• Yes, how the families feel

• Yes. I loved hearing from the parents point of view and how much the memory making meant to them. I loved all the ideas for memory making

• Yes

• Yes, a number of ways for improving care for patients and carer’s

• Yes. Unaware of all of the resources available and the amazing work the charities are doing. A lot of information I didn’t know as haven’t experienced this in my role yet, working on 

a level 1 neonatal unit. Fell a lot more informed for when the time arises

• I have learned that there are so many support options for bot staff an family with regards to bereavement

• Yes-such an useful, insightful day

• Viloma and Skye High Foundation

• Lots

• Learned about importance of talking to Viloma’s

• The butterfly



Is there any other feedback that you can give us which 

can improve the sessions on this day?

• It was so helpful and thank you for such a fantastic day

• Email out the PowerPoints used to participants so we can refer back to them

• Face to Face training

• Very useful and informative session, thank you

• Maybe staff experiences. I always find the parents experiences so meaningful but sometimes how a professional would cope, what they did and how they would improve

• No

• The speakers are so inspirational and passionate in what they do

• N/A

• The session at the end regarding models of staff support with debriefs etc was really heavy and hate to admit it but I unfortunately became disengaged with that session quite early into 

the session. Going forward, I think a session like that one would be better to have in the morning section. Whether there’s any way to be able to make the important subject less 

information heavy and more interactive somehow. I don’t have any suggestions myself currently to support my feelings on that sorry! But would be good if there’s a way too going 

forward! Thank you

• No

• The last session was too much based on statistics for me. Overall a brilliant study day

• Child death review process especially around neonatal deaths

• The last session was quite lengthy for the last session of the day

• The session was excellent

• Advertise more widely

• No feedback to improve. The inclusion of bereaved parents was excellent. Such a good perspective to hear from

• I think everything was covered


